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Our School Values 

Coral Class 
Key information

Class Teacher- Miss

Kearsley 

~

Tuesday- PE

Wednesday- Forest

School 

~

Please ensure your child

has a coat  and water

bottle in school each day.

~

In addition, please can I

ask that your child has a

healthy snack in school,

either toast, milk, or

something healthy from

home.  

  

 
If you have any questions or concerns please contact me via the school office

enquiries@braddan.sch.im



Home Learning 
Home learning challenges are set on our online learning platform 'ItsLearning'. We will

be setting a range of creative home learning tasks along with more maths and

literacy focused tasks that align with our current learning. 

Children can continue to access the excellent online resources:- Reading Eggs,

Numbots, and TT Rockstars. 

Science will be led by Mr Chapple this Term

and the children will be focusing on 'Living

things and their Habitats'.The children will

learn about a variety of habitats, plants,

and animals. In addition, the children will

learn to tell the difference between things

that are living, dead, and things that have

never been alive and apply this in a range

of contexts. 

Talk to your child about what they are learning — your interest means a lot.

Encourage your child to 'have a go,' especially when they are uncertain. Praise and reward the effort your

child makes as much as you would performance or results.

Encourage your child to keep improving; let your child make mistakes so that they can learn from them. 

Encourage your child to ask questions.

When your child gets stuck, don't give him / her the answer; instead, encourage them to try different ways

to become 'unstuck'.

Learning at Braddan School
At Braddan School we aim to involve parents as much as possible in helping children to develop their learning. 

This information in this leaflet gives you a broad outline of the main areas of learning to be covered, and some

ideas for how you might support your child's learning in these areas at home. Remember to;

Our topic this term is 'Under the Sea'  the

children chose this topic as they wanted to

explore further into our class name 'Coral',

and the different creatures that live within

the various Oceans. This topic will interlink

with all of our other subjects that is

delivered in Braddan School.  

This term the children will be learning 'Place

Value' and 'Addition and Subtraction' in

Mathematics. The children will be learning how

to use various concrete resources to

demonstrate their knowledge and

understanding of these concepts. As well as

developing their reasoning and problem solving

ability. 

In Literacy we are going to be focusing on a

book called ' The Storm Whale' and ' The

Storm Whale in Winter'. These books are

going to be focusing on developing the  

children's sentence structure and vocabulary.

In addition, they tie in very nicely to our topic

'Under the Sea'.  


